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Let X,, i > 1, be a sequence of d-mixing random variables with values in a sample 
space (X, A). Let L(X,) = P,,, for all i > 1 and let 4, n > 1, be classes of real-valued 
measurable functions on (X, A). Given any function g on (X, A), let S,(g)= 
x:=, { g(X,) - Eg(.%‘,) 1. Under weak metric entropy conditions on 3, and under 
growth conditions on both the mixing coetlicients and the maximal variance 
V:= V(n) :=max,..sup,,,+“l g2dP,,,, we show that there is a numerical constant 
Li<cc such that k,,, supEEcs, (H-‘(n/V)“‘S,(g)l < U a.s. P*, where 
P’ := O:=, P,,, and H := H(n) is the square root of the entropy of the class 9,. 
Additionally, the rate of convergence H-‘(t~/k’)“~ cannot, in general, be improved 
upon. Applications of this result are considered, :(“ 1986 Academic Press, Inc 
0. INTRODUCTION 
In this article we investigate rates of almost 
vergence of sums 
‘n(g)= i (g(x,)-Eg(xi)), 
sure (a.s.) uniform con- 
i= I 
X,, i > 1, being a sequence of random variables with values in an arbitrary 
measurable space (X, d), and G,,, n 2 1, being a sequence of classes of real- 
valued &-measurable functions on (X, &‘). Under weak conditions on the 
distribution of the Xi, i> 1, and under weak conditions on the massiveness 
of the Y,,,, n 2 1, we show that there is a numerical constant U < co such 
that 
(0.1) 
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where a(n) is a nondecreasing function of n whose exact value will be 
specified later, and where P = my=, dip(Xj). Here and elsewhere, we use 
outer measure P* since the supremum appearing in (0.1) will not, in 
general, be a measurable event. 
Under the assumption that the Xi, ia 1, are i.i.d. random variables, as. 
rates of uniform convergence of S,(g) have been determined for certain 
sequences of classes $$,!,; see Kolcinski [lo], Pollard [ 131, and Yukich 
[20-221. Moreover, if $ are sequences of translates of a kernel density 
estimator or if 4 are sequences of open intervals in [0, l] with a specified 
minimum length, then exact rates of a.s. uniform convergence have been 
determined; see Stute [ l&18] and Shorack and Wellner [ 151. 
In this article we use refined metric entropy techniques to obtain a.s. 
rates of uniform convergence for classes $, n B 1, of a very general nature. 
We show that the rate of convergence u(n)/n is intimately related to the 
metric entropy of the classes $, n > 1. Moreover, the main results, as they 
appear in Theorems 1.1-1.4, are not restricted to the case of i.i.d. random 
variables Xi, i > 1, but also hold for sequences Xi, i > 1, of #-mixing ran- 
dom variables. If the latter case is more general, it also presents more dif- 
ficulties, for neither the classical Bernstein inequality nor the Ottaviani 
maximal inequality can be employed. Instead we use suitable modifications 
of these inequalities, due to Collomb [4] and Iosifescu and Theodorescu 
[9], respectively, to lit the &mixing case. These modified inequalities, 
together with classical chaining techniques (cf. [S, 201) and the Borel- 
Cantelli lemma, are the principal tools used in this article. 
The applications of the main results are numerous and among other 
things, provide as. rates of uniform convergence for density and regression 
estimators, empirical characteristic functions, and other statistics. We 
postpone a discussion of this and consider instead rates of uniform con- 
vergence over subintervals in [0, 11. 
In Section 1 we present definitions and a statement of the main results. 
In Section 2, the main section, we provide the proofs and in Section 3 we 
discuss the application mentioned above. 
1. STATEMENT OF MAIN RESULTS 
Throughout we will assume that the sequence of (X, &)-valued random 
variables Xi, i > 1, is defined on the probability space (Q, g. P). Let 
9(X,) = PC,,, P, = n-l C;=, dX,, PC,,, = EP, = n-l C:=, P,,,, and 
P = a;=, Pfi). 
For a < b let At be the a-field generated by the random variables 
X, ,,..., A’,; let J/Z,“’ be the g-field generated by X,, A’,,, ,.... Unless stated 
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otherwise, suppose throughout that the Xi are &mixing in the sense of 
Billingsley [2], i.e., for all k > 0 and I> 0 we have 
I%w - fv 1 P(Wl G 4(k) P(A f VAEJi!~,tfBEJfZ,“,,, 
where 4(k) is a sequence of mixing coefficients. Throughout we will assume 
that 4(k) JO and Cp=, b(k) := S < cc, S a numerical constant. 
Furnish (X, -QI) with the probability measure P,,,. If Y is any class of 
real-valued functions on (X, &‘, P,,,), use the following definition of metric 
entropy to measure the massiveness of c!? with respect to P(,,. 
DEFINITION. Given f, g: X-+ R, define [f, g] := {h: X--P R such that 
f(x) d h(x) 6 g(x) for all x E X}. [f, g] is called a bracket and we assume 
that the elements of each bracket are measurable. 
DEFINITION. Given C4 as above and E > 0, let JV(E, Q, P) be a collection 
of minimum cardinality of brackets [g-t g+1 such that 3~ 
UCn-,n+l[g-,g+]andmax,~nS Ig+-gg-(dP~,,<&.LetN(&,~,P~,)):= 
card JV(E, 9, B,,,). Now log N(E, %, P,,,) is called the metric entropy of 3 
with 5E”(P(,,,) bracketing; we note that it depends upon the measure PC,, 
and therefore upon all PC;), id n. 
Metric entropy with bracketing has proved to be a useful tool in the 
study of limit theorems for empirical processes; Dudley [S, 61 was the first 
to use it successfully and it has appeared since in the works of Alexander 
[ 11, Borisov [3], GinC and Zinn [7], Kolcinski [lo], Ossiander [ll], 
and Yukich [ 19-211. As shown in [22], N(E, 9, P) may be used to provide 
sharp sufficient conditions giving optimal rates of convergence, modulo a 
constant, for the partial sums S,(g), g E 3, when Xi, i b 1, are i.i.d. (P). 
Throughout let Il.jI nr denote sup norm and let 11 g/l i,P be the zP norm of 
g with respect to P,,,. For any sequence of classes c$,, n 2 I, of real-valued 
functions on (X, s?‘) and E > 0 define 
V := V(n) = max sup g* dP(,,, 
i<n 9” 5 
N := N(E, n) := N(E, ‘$, &,,), 
and 
H := H(E, n) := (log N(E, n))“2. 
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Here and elsewhere all logs are to the base 2. For all j, k E N + let 
IIs,I/k := s"PY, Isj(g)l. 
Assume throughout that V(n) 2 1 for all n. Suppose once and for all that 
there exists a sequence m := m(n) of integers, 1 6 m(n) <n, such that for all 
PZ31 
mB/V< 1 and r$(m)/m Qn’. (1.1) 
We shall always suppose the existence of a finite constant M such that 
Vn3 1 and VgE$, 
lf-fff II S1li.l II gll 5 g MV(n). (1.2) 
Finally, all a.s. statements are understood to be a.s. (P*) statements. 
Here are the main results of this paper. 
THEOREM 1 .l. Given a sequence of classes of functions gn, n >, 1, as 
above, suppose that there exists a function f: N + + N ’ and a constant 
0 < E < 1, such that N(E, n) simultaneously satisfies 
f(n) < N(E, n) for all n 3 1 and log n = O(H(v, n)). 
Suppose that there is a constant 0 < C < co such that for all n > 1 
N(2P’,n)d(f(n))cj-42’ Vj> 1. 
Zf H(E, n)( V/n)“’ JO as n + co then 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
where cc(n)= (n/V)“2H(&, n))’ and U is a finite constant. 
The next result shows that if H(E, n)( V/n)“” N constant for n large 
enough, then Theorem 1.1 may be simplified. 
THEOREM 1.2. Given a sequence of classes of ,functions q:,, n > 1, suppose 
that there exists constants 0 < E < 1 and D := D(E) such that 
1 < H(E, n)( V/n)“’ <D for all n large. (1.6) 
Suppose that log n = 0( H(E, n)). Then 
lim sup In ‘S,J g)l < U a.s., (1.7) II + ix, ‘,& 
where U is a.finite constant. 
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The proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 will provide an explicit value for the 
constant U. 
The metric entropy conditions (1.3) and (1.4), while weak, will not yield 
a bounded law of the iterated logarithm for the classes 4. However, if we 
assume that Vj, k, 1 E N +, 
k < 1 implies llsjllkd Ilsjll/ a.s., (1.8) 
then a generalization of the classical Ottaviani maximal inequality [12] 
allows us to overcome this small difficulty. More precisely, we have 
THEOREM 1.3. Given a sequence of classes of functions 4, n >/ 1, satisfy- 
ing (1.8). suppose that there exists a function f: N + --, N + and constants 
0 <E < i, 0 <a < co such that 
f(n) < (N(E, n)) for all n 3 1 and (log n)‘= O(f(n)). (1.9) 
Suppose that there exists a constant 0 < C < 00 such that for all n 2 1 
N(2-.’ 3 n) < 1 (f(n))c’-“2’ VjZ 1. (1.10) 
If H(E, n)( V/n)“* 1 0 as n + 00, then (1.5) holds. 
Likewise we also have the analog of Theorem 1.2: 
THEOREM 1.4. Given a sequence of classes of functions q, n 2 1, satisfy- 
ing (1.8), suppose that there exists constants 0 <E < 1 and D := D(E) such 
that (1.6) is satisfied. If log log n = O(H(E, n)) then (1.7) holds. 
Remarks. 1. Theorems 1.1-1.4 extend and generalize the results of 
Kolcinski [lo] and Yukich [20,21], who obtain related results for the 
i.i.d. case. 
2. In order to determine the uniform rate of convergence for a class 
Y of functions, it suffices to find an appropriate choice of h: N + -+ [w + such 
that the classes C?In := {h(n) g: g E Y} satisfy the metric entropy conditions 
of either Theorem 1.1, 1.2 1.3 or 1.4. The term h(n) drops out in the 
expressions (1.5) and (1.7). Note that (1.8) is also satisfied. 
3. When the Xi, ia 1, form an i.i.d. sequence of T.v., then metric 
entropy with bracketing methods [20] shows that a(n) = (n/V) H(E, n))’ 
in (0.1); moreover, in general case, a(n) cannot be made larger. In this 
sense our results are optimal. Nowhere in this paper do we attempt to find 
the smallest upper bound U in ( 1.5) and (1.7). 
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2. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULTS 
Here we will prove Theorems 1.3 and 1.4. In doing so the proofs of 
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 become transparent; the small details are left to the 
reader. The following generalization of Bernstein’s inequality, due to 
Collomb [4], will be useful throughout. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let X,, i > 1, be a sequence of $-mixing r.v. satisfying 
EX,=O, lXi[ <B, E IX,\ <L, and Eq < Vfor all ig N +. Set 
where {4(k): k E N } are the mixing coefficients and are independent of n. 
Then for every E > 0 and every integer n 
Pr {I!, Xii >E}<cexp(-u+u’nC}, 
where 
C:=6(V+4LB&J and c := 2 exp{3e’12n$,/m), 
where a and m are respectively any positive real and any integer less than n 
verifying crmB < $. The numbers a and m (and thus B, L, and V) may depend 
upon n also. 
In the following we will take m=m(n) as defined in condition (1.1). 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Hypotheses (1.9) and (1.10) imply for fixed E that 
there are constants 1 < y < co and 0 < K < co such that 
5 y N2(2-j-l, 2k)NtE, 2k)-W42’< co 
k=4 ,j= I 
and 
-f N(&, 2k)-K< co. 
(2-l) 
(2.2) 
k=l 
For each bracket [g-, g+] in N(E, gn,, P,,,) find a 2~ [g-, g’]n’?&. 
Denote the finite collection { jj} by gn. Let 0 <p d 1 and find no :=n,(p) 
such that B/V<p for nan,. Let fi := 4(y + 24~( 1 + 2s)) and 
A := K+ 6( 1 + 4SM). Find n , := n,(E, p) > no such that jIH( V/n)‘12 <s (and 
thus H( V/n)1/2 < $) for n 2 n,. The proof is centered on the following 
inequality: 
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p*{suP I&(g)1 > (A +8) H(nV”*) 
ne% 
d ‘*{ysy Is,(g)1 >AH(nVp2} 
” 
+ “*‘lyEa; I%(g)l - sup lUg)lI >PfbW2). (2.3) 
- ‘n no% 
The proof consists of two steps. The first consists of fixing n, n > n, , and 
bounding (2.3) by 
CN(&,n)-K+c f: N2(2-‘-1,n)N(&,n)-y’-42/, (2.4) 
j= 1 
where s = 1 log II and C = 2 exp(3e1’2). The second consists of applying a 
maximal inequality with n = 2k and then the Borel-Cantelli lemma. 
With n fixed, n>n,, we first bound the first term in (2.3). Let a := 
(nV)-“‘H. Then amB=mBH/(nV)‘/2<+ by hypothesis (1.1) and by the 
definition of n, . Thus, Lemma 2.1 implies for fixed 2 that 
P*{IS,,(g)l >AH(nV)“*} <cexp{ -aAH(nV)1’2+a2nC}, 
where C := 6V( 1 + 4MS) by (1.2) and c := 2 exp(3e”2nqS(m)/m) 6 C by 
( 1 .l ). By definition of H and K, the first term in (2.3) is clearly bounded by 
~W(E, n) N(E, n)- A+~(~+~SM)=EN(~,~)-K. (2.5) 
With n >, n, and E still fixed we bound the second term in (2.3), noting 
first that it is less than or equal to 
P”{ max sup l&(g) - UtU > PH(nV”*). (2.6) 
cn-x+1 nGCn-.n+ln’% 
We use a classical chaining technique similar to that in [20,21] and con- 
sider the class of brackets Jlr(2-‘, FZ,,, B,,,), j>, 1, for the family gn. Given n 
and E, find integers s :=s(n) and r :=Y(E) such that 
By choice of n, and E we have s>r> 1. Now for all gE [g,,:, g,+] 
S,(g.,: ) + f Eg, (Xi) = f: g.,:(X,) G f g(Jf;) 
i=l i= I i= I 
= sn(g) + i ES(xi) G sn(g.T I+ i Eg.:(Xi)* 
;= I i=l 
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Also, we have 
i (Eg.~(x;)-Eg,F(xi))= 2 E(gf - g,C)(xi) 
!=I ;= I 
=n (g,‘- g,,~)dP(,,~n2-“<(PH(nV)“*)/2. 
s 
We obtain 
I~,,(g)-~,(g,,~)l ~s,(g.~)-s,(g,)+(PH(vn)“2)/2. 
Consequently, since 
Is,,(g)-&(al d IS,(g, -a + IzAg- g,)l, 
we have 
IS,,(g)-s,,(g)ldIs,,(g,)-s,,(~)l+ 1 P,(g,-,,)-Ugj)I 
j=r 
+ I S,,( g.: ) - S,*( g, 1 I + (PW JfrI 1 I’* J/2. 
By the triangle inequality we have for all r < j < s - 1 
(2.7) 
Using the above estimates we see that 
.T 
I max 
rK .K+~c. I ww,,,) Is!?(8)l - “P Is,f(S)ll d C Uj+ (BH( Vn)“2)/2, f E 9” j=r- I 
where uj are the links of the chain and are defined by 
uj := max { ISA g,: ) - S,,( S,:+ I)I 1, r<jQs--1, 
U r- I :=max{P,,(gr- )-&(t?)l)9 
and 
u,~ := max 1 I S,,( s.T ) - &( g,, )I 1. 
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Since +C.;= r~ , /?H( Vn)“zj-* < /?/I( Vn) ‘I2 the second term in (2.3) is boun- , 
ded by 
(2.8) 
Now we use Lemma 2.1 to bound each term appearing in the summand of 
(2.8). For each j,<s, set CI :=cr(j) :=2iHjj2(nV))1’2. For all r- 1 <j<s 
we have clmB 6 mB/4Vd t by hypothesis (1.1); thus for each such j and 
a = a(j) we have 
P* 
i 
I&( g,: - $7,; ,)I > pH(Vnq)“5-2 
1 
dcexp 
i 
-c$H( vnpy2+ a2nC 
4 I 
7 (2.9) 
where ~:=2exp(3e’/~n~,/m)<c and C=6(4.2PjB+8.2-jB$,} using 
(2.7). Now 
~x~~C<~‘HZ~-~{~~(B/J’+~BS/V)) 
< 2iH2j-4{24( 1 + 2S)p}. 
Using the above estimate and the definition of /3 (2.9) is clearly bounded by 
F exp{ -lJH22-i/4j4 + (2jHZjP4)(24( 1 + 2s)~)) = ?N(E, n)-yim42’, 
showing that (2.8) is bounded by the sum appearing in (2.4) and com- 
pleting the first step of the proof. 
The second step of the proof is centered around an extension of the 
classical Ottaviani maximal inequality [ 121 and a standard blocking 
technique. By (2.1) there is an n2 > n, such that if n > n2 then (2.4) is boun- 
ded by f. For the remainder of the proof we will suppose that n > n2. 
We first establish some notation. Define the mixing coefficients 
a,,(k)=sup{IP(AB)-P(A)P(B)I:AE&‘, BE&;+,, 1 <m<n--k}, 
kdn-1. (2.10) 
Later, we will use the inequality sup,,. N+ a,(k) < P(A) d(k) < 4(k), where 
4(k) are the #-mixing coefficients. Find increasing sequences p(n) and q(n) 
such that ~+q :=p(n)+q(n)<n and I,“=, Cnl(p+q)l(~(~)+~(q))< co, 
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where [.I denotes integer part. Let ,C := k(n) := [n/(p + q)]. For fixed 
g E %,,, set Yj( g) = g(X,) - Eg(Xi). Define the blocks 
t.j=c {yi:AP+q)+ 1 <i<j(p+q)+p}, Obj<k- 1, 
~j=C{yi:j(p+q)+p+l~i~(j+l)(p+q)}, O<j<K-1, 
q=c {Yi:&p+q)+l <ien), 
f-l 
SL= c ti,andSk= 5 Qi. 
j=O j=O 
Given any N6 n, write S, = Sly + Sh, the so-called Bernstein decom- 
position of S,. The following generalization of the Ottaviani maximal 
inequality is crucial and has been used in one form or another by Samur 
[14] and Herrndorff [8]. 
LEMMA 2.2. Define a,( 1) as in (2.10). If Y, ,..., Y,, are as above, then for 
every E > 0 we have 
Proof: This proof is essentially a norm version of Lemma 1.1.6 in [9] 
and so we omit the details, except to note that JlC;, , YJ, 6 /jC;=, YJ,, by 
hypothesis ( 1.8). Q.E.D. 
Let a(n) := 8(A + B) H(nV) “2 Then Lemma 2.2 implies . 
LEMMA 2.3. Zf n B n2, then 
P*{mtf lISNllN>~,} 62P*{IlS:,II.>4nY43 
+2P*{IIS~II.>a(n)/4}+2R~(p(n))+28~(q(n)). 
(2.11) 
Proof: First note that Lemma 2.2 applies equally well to the random 
variables <.j and Qj. This observation, (2.10), and the definitions of S, and 
Sk show that the left-hand side of (2.11) is bounded by 
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+ p*{ Ilxtll. > @)/4) + R(n) a,(s(n) + 1) 
mlnN<nP*(IIC ' 
(2.12) 
We now bound the first term in (2.12). Step one shows that 
~~“$‘ii~$~tij~~n2~} 
is bounded by the majorization for P * 
it follows that for n > n2 
(IIS,/, k a(n)/4). By definition of n2 
Note also that a,( p(n) + 1) 6 d( p(n) + 1) < d( p(n)). Similar observations 
hold for the second term in (2.12), hence the desired result. Q.E.D. 
The remainder of the proof consists of showing that lP*{ IIS,/I. > 2a(n) 
i.o. } = 0. With nk = 2k, k 2 log n,, it suffkes to show that 
lFJ*( max IIS,/. > 2a(n,) i.0.) = 0. 
nLnk+l 
By the hypotheses on V and H, 2a(n,) 3 a(nk + 1). 
Letting k, := log n,, and applying Lemma 2.3 with n replaced by nk+ , 
gives 
+2 f k( nk+l){~(p(nk+,))+~(q(nk+,))}. (2.13) 
k=k, 
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The first step of the proof shows that the kth term in the first sum is 
bounded by twice (2.4), with n replaced by nk+ , there. Thus, by (2.1) and 
(2.2) this first sum converges. The second sum also converges and the 
Borel-Cantelli lemma gives 
lim sup J(n/V)“2W’S,,( g)( 
II - -c !gn 
< 16(K+4y+6(1+4SM)+96~(1+2S)) as. 
Now if B/V + 0 as n -+ co we may let p J 0. Otherwise we may take p = 1. 
In either case we obtain a precise value for the upper bound U mentioned 
in the statement of Theorem 1.3. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Our proof is a simplified version of the one 
above; since H( V/n)“’ = constant, we do not require the chaining 
arguments of step one. 
Find E, D = D(E), and n, such that if n b n, then (1.6) holds. Find K such 
that 
,E, N(E, PvK< O”. (2.14) 
LetA:=K+6(1+4SM)andP:=38:=12D(K+1)+18(1+4SM)/D,and 
consider (2.3) above for these values of A and /I. The first step consists of 
fixing IZ, n >n,, and bounding (2.3) by 3cN(e, n)-‘? The second step is 
identical to that in the above proof. 
The first term in (2.3) is bounded by TN(s, n) -K, as above. The second 
term is bounded by (see [21] for details) 
P*{ max SUP I%(g)-&($?)I >3mw”2~ 
rn-.n+1 i~Cn-.n+l 
< P*{max’ IS,,(g- - g)l 
+ max’ ) S,,( \g+ - g- I) > n(3bH( V/n)“’ - 2e)}, (2.15) 
where max’ denotes max over [g-, g’] EX(E, $, P,,,). Now for n>n,, 
3fiH( V/n)“’ - 2~ > 2fiH( V/n)“’ and so (2.15) is bounded by 
P*{max’ IS,(f)1 + max’ IS,(f)l > 2fiH( VPZ)“~} 
d W&, fl) p*{ P,,uIl > ~ww2}, (2.16) 
where ,f has either the form g- - g or (g+ - g- I. For all such f we have 
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maxjGn jf’ dPu, 64V. L emma 2.1, with a := (H(nV)-‘/*)/40, shows that 
(2.16) is bounded by (see (2.5)) 
2EN(&, n) N(E, n) -fP’4D)+ 3(1 +4SMy2DZ < 2ZN(&, fly, 
by definition of fi. 
This concludes the first step of the proof; the second step follows 
accordingly. The proof shows that 
U= 16D(K+6+24SM+ 12BK+ 120)+288(1+4SM). (2.17) 
Q.E.D. 
The proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 clearly follow from the ones above. 
3. APPLICATIONS 
We will consider rates of uniform convergence for the partial sums (of +- 
mixing T.v.) over open intervals in [O, 11. The results add to those of 
Shorack and Wellner [ 151. 
Throughout we assume that Xi, i> 1 is a sequence of mixing r.v. with 
values in [0, l] and with mixing coefficients 4(k). For any C := (s, t), 
0 <s < I < 1, let ICI = t - s and let %? be the class of all such intervals. 
Assume throughout that there is a numerical constant 1 < IV< cc such that 
VCE%? 
max P,,,(C) 6 R ) C(. 
i<n 
Find I(n), K’ log n < Z(n) < 1 such that if m(n) := (nZ(n)/log n)r’* then 
the mixing coefficients $(m) satisfy &m)/m d n ‘. Let U(n) := (CE %’ with 
(C( 2,(n)). The following should be compared with Shorack and 
Wellner [ 151. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let Xi, iB 1, and U(n) be as above. ‘Then 
where 
U = 16(4M)“*[6 + 24S+ 12(41i;i)“*] + 288( 1 -t 4s). (3.2) 
Proof: We apply Theorem 1.4. It suffices to show that the classes of 
functions defined by 
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satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1.4. Note that (1.8) is satisfied. Also, if 
g E %,, then j g2 dP,,) d (n/log n)( P,,,( C)/l Cl ) < n&!/log n for all i = l,..., n. 
Also, I( gIli,, II gl) co < (n/log n) P,,,(C)/lCl <&/log n and so condition (1.2) 
is satisfied with M = 1, V= V(n) = &/log n. Clearly, we may take 
B = (n/f(n) log n)1’2 and thus m(n) B(n)/V(n) < 1. So condition (1.1) is also 
satisfied. 
Also, a short calculation shows that H(f, $‘,, P,,,,) < (log 64n3)‘j2 for 
n > 1. This may be seen as follows. Let n > 1 be fixed. Let 1 be fixed, 
/(n)<IId 1, and let 
Given any set C let C” := { y: Ix - yl < 6 for some x E C}. By considering 
brackets of the form 
((&)‘-‘-f) lc and ((&)“‘+i) lC~~8n, 
we see that 8n brackets will cover gi.. In this way we see that 64n3 brackets 
will cover %,;,. Thus H( V/n)‘/’ < (41@‘12 for n large. Thus, in Theorem 1.4 
we may take D = D(i) = (4l@) “2 All of the conditions of Theorem 1.4 are . 
satisfied and thus (1.7) holds. Note that we may take K to be any 
arbitrarily small posititive number in the defining condition (2.14) and thus 
our upper bound U is given by (2.17) with D = (4@li2, M = 1, and K = 0. 
This gives the stated result. Q.E.D. 
We remark that if 1 is a Lebesgue measure on the closed unit interval 
and if P,;) = I for all i >, 1, then we may let m = 1 and S = 0 in (3.2). 
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